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Abstract
Weprovide a partial solution to the problemof defining a
constructive version of Voevodsky’s simplicial model of
Univalent Foundations. For this, we prove constructive
counterparts of the necessary results of simplicial homo-
topy theory, building on the constructive version of the
Kan-Quillen model structure established by the second-
named author. In particular, we show that dependent
products along fibrations with cofibrant domains pre-
serve fibrations, establish the weak equivalence exten-
sion property for weak equivalences between fibrations
with cofibrant domain and define a univalent fibration
that classifies small fibrations between bifibrant objects.
These results allow us to define a comprehension cat-
egory supporting identity types, Σ-types, Π-types and a
univalent universe, leaving only a coherence question to
be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

Context and motivation. This paper investigates Voevodsky’s model of Martin-Löf (ML)-type
theory extended with the Univalence Axiom (UA) in the category of simplicial sets [30]. This
model is of fundamental importance since it informs a new approach to the development ofmath-
ematics, known as Univalent Foundations, which takes the notion of a space (rather than that of a
set) as the most primitive and is supported by a new approach to computer-assisted formalisation
of mathematics [45]. In combination with the discovery of a close connection between identity
types and Quillen’s homotopical algebra [5, 17], the simplicial model also provides inspiration for
the development of Homotopy Type Theory [43].
The original definition of the model of ML(UA) = ML + UA was carried out in Zermelo-

Fraenkel set theory extended with the axiom of choice (ZFC) and two inaccessible cardinals [30,
Theorem 3.4.3]. Since ML is a constructive theory, while ZFC is a classical one, the question of
whether the simplicial model could be defined working constructively (that is, without the use of
the law of excluded middle or the axiom of choice), so as to provide a constructive interpretation
of UA, arose immediately after its discovery, around 2006 [31, 42, 44], and was one of the central
issues investigated during the thematic programme on Univalent Foundations at the Institute
for Advanced Study in 2012/13. In spite of significant efforts since then, the question is still open
to date.
The aim of this paper is to provide a partial solution to this problem. In order to explain our

results and the novel aspects of our work, let us recall from [30] that themain results of homotopy
theory necessary to define the simplicial model ofML(UA) are the existence of a Quillen model
structure on the category of simplicial sets whose fibrations are the Kan fibrations, the fact that
dependent product along a fibration preserves fibrations, the existence of a fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴

that classifies small fibrations, the fibrancy of 𝖴 and, finally, the univalence of the fibration 𝜋. In
combination, these results allow us to define a comprehension category

where 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 is the category of simplicial sets and 𝐅𝐢𝐛 is the category of Kan fibrations, and to show
that this comprehension category supports the type constructors of ML (which we take here to
be 0, 1, +, ℕ, 𝖨𝖽, Σ, Π and 𝖴), in the sense of [32], and a univalent-type universe closed under the
above type constructors, in the sense of [40]. Such a comprehension category is not quite a model
of ML(UA) because of well-known strictness issues [25], but it gives rise to one by an appropriate
coherence result [30, 32].
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1075

A fundamental obstruction to a constructive development of the simplicial model was discov-
ered in [10], where it was shown that it is not possible to prove constructively that for a simplicial
set𝐴 and a Kan complex 𝐵, the exponential 𝐵𝐴 is again a Kan complex. Because of this, Coquand
and his collaborators defined homotopy-theoretic models of type theories with the UA in cate-
gories of cubical sets [7], opening a profitable new research direction, cf. [4, 14, 35] for example.
Apart from switching from simplicial sets to cubical sets, they also switched from ordinary fibra-
tions, defined by a right lifting property, to uniform fibrations, defined as maps equipped with
additional structure which provides a choice of fillers for lifting problems satisfying uniformity
conditions, as in algebraic weak factorisation systems [21, 22]. While categories of cubical sets
considered in this line of work allow us to define constructively models of ML(UA) and admit a
Quillen model structure [36], none of them is known to be Quillen equivalent to simplicial sets or
topological spaces. Ongoing work of Awodey, Coquand, Riehl and Sattler aims at addressing this
issue using equivariant presheaves in the cubical setting.
In simplicial sets, although it is possible to develop a constructive theory of uniform fibrations

and prove that dependent product along a uniform fibration preserves uniform fibrations (and
in particular that for a simplicial set 𝐴 and an uniform Kan complex 𝐵, the simplicial set 𝐵𝐴

is a uniform Kan complex), as shown in [18], the uniform fibrations are not as well-behaved
as in cubical sets, since they do not admit a classifier, essentially because representables are
not closed under under products in simplicial sets, unlike in cubical sets [37]. In summary, to
date there is no known model of ML(UA) that is definable in a constructive setting and based
on a category homotopically equivalent to that of topological spaces (even assuming classical
logic).

Main results. A breakthrough has been obtained by the second author in [24], where, building
on his previous work on weak model structures [23], it is shown constructively that the category
of simplicial sets admits a Quillen model structure in which the fibrations are the Kan fibrations.
Moreover, this model structure is shown to be cartesian and proper. Crucially for our goals here,
in this model structure not all monomorphisms are cofibrations, but only those monomorphisms
𝑖 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 that are levelwise complemented and for which the degeneracy of 𝑛-simplices is decid-
able in 𝐵𝑛 ⧵ 𝐴𝑛, for every [𝑛] ∈ Δ. In particular, not all simplicial sets are cofibrant, but only those
with decidable degeneracies. However, this model structure coincides with the standard one as
soon as the law of excluded middle is assumed. Two other proofs of the existence of this construc-
tive model structure are obtained in [19].
The present paper builds on this work to obtain constructive counterparts of all the other main

results of homotopy theory necessary to define the simplicial model of ML(UA). In particular, our
main results are the following:

∙ Theorem 3.4, asserting that, for a fibrationwith cofibrant domain𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋, themapping path
space gives a factorisation of the diagonal 𝛿𝑝 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 as a trivial cofibration followed by
a fibration;

∙ Theorem4.1, asserting that dependent product along fibrationswith cofibrant domain preserves
fibrations, so that, for a cofibrant simplicial set 𝐴 and a Kan complex 𝐵, the exponential 𝐵𝐴 is
a Kan complex;

∙ Theorem 6.5, asserting the existence of a small fibration𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 that classifies small fibra-
tions between cofibrant objects;

∙ Theorem 7.4, asserting that the simplicial set 𝖴𝑐 is a cofibrant Kan complex;
∙ Theorem 7.6, asserting that the fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is univalent.
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1076 GAMBINO and HENRY

These results allow us to define a comprehension category

where 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝖼𝗈𝖿 is the category of cofibrant simplicial sets and 𝐅𝐢𝐛𝖼𝗈𝖿 is the category of fibrations
between cofibrant simplicial sets, and to show that this comprehension category supports the
type constructors of ML and a univalent type universe (Theorem 8.1). In this comprehension cat-
egory, type-theoretic contexts correspond to cofibrant objects, while dependent types correspond
to fibrations 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 where𝐴 and𝑋 are cofibrant. This choice is informed by the fact that, for a
simplicial set 𝑋, the slice category 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 admits a model structure in which the bifibrant objects
are the fibrations 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 with𝐴 cofibrant. Ourmain results above show how this comprehen-
sion category supports the type constructors of ML and a univalent type universe. For example,
Theorem 3.4 shows that identity types can be interpreted as mapping path spaces.

Novel aspects. The key novelty of our approach is the use of the homotopy-theoretic notion of
cofibrancy to encapsulate the logical notion of decidability of degeneracies, so as to workwith it in
a mathematically efficient way. Also, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to make
use of the cofibrant replacement functor in the study of models of dependent type theory.
We will use the cofibrant replacement functor to obtain Π-types and the type-theoretic uni-

verse in our comprehension category. For Π-types, given a fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 with cofibrant
domain, the result of applying the dependent product along 𝑝 to a fibration 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 with cofi-
brant domain produces amapΠ𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋, which is a fibration by Theorem4.1, butwhose
domain is not necessarily cofibrant. In order to remedy this,we defineΠ-types to be given by a cofi-
brant replacement of Π𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋, which is now a fibration with cofibrant domain. This
definition validates a judgemental 𝛽-rule and a propositional 𝜂-rule (see Remark 4.2 for details),
a combination that arises naturally when ML-type theory is presented within the Logical Frame-
work [20, 34], as well as in the versions of the Coq assistant used for the original development
of Univalent Foundations library [45]. In particular, Voevodsky’s proof that the UA implies the
principle of function extensionality uses the propositional, rather than judgemental, 𝜂-rule for
Π-types.
For the definition of a type-theoretic universe satisfying the UA, we proceed in two steps. First,

we construct a small fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 that classifies small fibrations with cofibrant fibers and
prove that 𝖴 is fibrant. Then, we consider a cofibrant replacement 𝖴𝑐 of 𝖴, which comes equipped
with a trivial fibration 𝜀 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴, so that we obtain a small fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 with bifibrant
codomain and cofibrant domain by pullback along 𝜀. Our final result, Theorem 7.6, shows that
𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 and 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 are univalent fibrations.
We refrain from claiming that our work provides a complete solution to the problem of defining

a constructive simplicial model of type theory since the comprehension category we construct is
not split and therefore does not satisfy strictly the stability conditions governing the interaction of
substitution and type-formation rules, often referred to as the Beck-Chevalley conditions. While
there are several results to address similar issues [13, 25 30, 32 40], none of them seems to apply
in our context.
However, our results here reduce the problem of defining a constructive version of the simpli-

cial model of Univalent Foundations to that of proving appropriate coherence result for a particu-
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1077

lar kind of comprehension category defined, which is independent of simplicial homotopy theory
and we leave to future work (see Section 8 for details).
Let us conclude these introductory remarks by mentioning that although our main results are

inspired by the existing literature, especially those in [30], their proofs require systematic and
careful cofibrancy considerations. In particular, in order to exhibit identity types as path objects
(Theorem 3.4) and to prove the weak equivalence extension property (Proposition 5.2), we will
need to establish the non-trivial and surprising fact that the appropriate dependent products pre-
serve cofibrancy (see Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 5.1 for details), a fact that does not hold in general.
Furthermore, when discussing a universe, we are not interested in defining a small fibration that
classifies small fibrations as in [30], but rather a small fibration that classifies small fibrations
between cofibrant objects.

Outline of the paper. Section 1 recalls the constructive version of the Kan-Quillen model struc-
ture and some auxiliary results from [24]. Section 2 establishes some basic results on pullbacks.
Section 3 shows how path spaces provide factorisations as trivial cofibration followed by fibra-
tion. Section 4 discusses the dependent product functor, proving the restricted Frobenius property.
Section 5 establishes the weak equivalence extension property. Section 6 introduces a fibration
𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 that classifies small fibrations between cofibrant Kan complexes. Section 7 proves
that𝖴𝑐 is bifibrant and that𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is univalent, using theweak equivalence extension prop-
erty. We conclude in Section 8 by summarising our main results in terms of the comprehension
category and stating some open problems for future research.

Remarks on constructivity.We work in Constructive Zermelo-Fraenkel (CZF) set theory, a set
theory based on intuitionistic logic [2] which does not include the Power Set axiom. In CZF, the
Exponentiation axiom (asserting that for any two sets𝐴 and 𝐵, the class of set functions from𝐴 to
𝐵 is again a set) is provable, thanks to the Subset Collection axiom. No other application of Subset
Collection axiom is used here. When discussing smallness of sets, simplicial sets and fibrations,
we assume the existence of an inaccessible set 𝗎, as defined in [3, Definition 18.1.2]. We say that
a set is small if it is an element of 𝗎. For the closure of the type universe under Π-types, we will
assume a form of ‘propositional resizing’, asserting that every subset of a small set is again small,
that is, ∀𝑎 , 𝑏 (𝑎 ⊆ 𝑏 ∧ 𝑏 ∈ 𝗎 → 𝑎 ∈ 𝗎). A discussion of what can be done without this assumption
is in Remark 8.3.
Throughout the paper, we use a slight abuse of language and say that a map 𝑓∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 has the

right lifting property with respect to a given set of maps to mean that we have a pair consisting of
𝑓∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 and a function assigning diagonal fillers to the corresponding set of lifting problems,
with no uniformity conditions. In particular, fibrations and trivial fibrations will always be treated
as maps equipped with additional structure. Morphisms between such maps will always be taken
to be mere commutative squares, with no compatibility conditions with respect to the chosen
diagonal fillers. In contrast, cofibrations and trivial cofibrations will be simply maps satisfying
suitable properties.

1 PRELIMINARIES

We write Δ for the simplicial category. The objects of Δ are written as [𝑛], for 𝑛 ⩾ 0. We write
𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 =def [Δ

op, 𝐒𝐞𝐭] for the category of simplicial sets. For 𝑛 ⩾ 0,Δ[𝑛] ∈ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 is the representable
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1078 GAMBINO and HENRY

simplicial set associated to [𝑛] ∈ Δ. Given a map 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭, we write 𝑓∗ ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 →

𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 for the associated pullback functor. The functor 𝑓∗ has a left adjoint, defined by com-
position, which we write Σ𝑓 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 and refer to as the dependent sum along 𝑓.
Since 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 is locally cartesian closed, pullback along 𝑓 has also a right adjoint, which we write
Π𝑓 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 and refer to as the dependent product along 𝑓. The action of these functors
on a map g ∶ 𝑍 → 𝑌 will be written Σ𝑓(g)∶ Σ𝑌(𝑍) → 𝑋 and Π𝑓(g)∶ Π𝑌(𝑍) → 𝑋, respectively.
Since Σ𝑓 is defined by composition, Σ𝑌(𝑍) =def 𝑍 and Σ𝑓(g) = 𝑓g .
As a special case of a well-known result for presheaf categories, for every [𝑛] ∈ Δ there is an

equivalence of categories

𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕Δ[𝑛] ≃ [Δ∕[𝑛]
op, 𝐒𝐞𝐭] . (1.1)

For 𝐹∶ Δ∕[𝑛]
op → 𝐒𝐞𝐭, we write 𝜋𝐹 ∶ ∫ 𝐹 → Δ[𝑛] for the corresponding object of 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕Δ[𝑛]. Here,

∫ 𝐹 is the simplicial set whose𝑚-simplices are pairs (𝜃, 𝑥)where 𝜃∶ [𝑚] → [𝑛] is a map in Δ and
𝑥 ∈ 𝐹(𝜃). The components of the natural transformation 𝜋𝐹 are the first projections.
For [𝑛] ∈ Δ, we write 𝑖𝑛 ∶ 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] for the boundary inclusion into the 𝑛-simplex and,

for 1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑛, ℎ𝑖𝑛 ∶ Λ𝑖[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] for the 𝑖-th horn inclusion into the 𝑛-simplex. The simplicial set
Δ[1] is an interval object in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭, with endpoint inclusions 𝛿𝑘 ∶ {𝑘} → Δ[1] defined by 𝛿𝑘 =def

ℎ1
𝑘
. Throughout this paper, we shall work with the constructive Kan-Quillen model structure

(𝖶𝖾𝗊, 𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖥𝗂𝖻) on 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 defined in [24]. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the main
aspects of this model structure below. For this, let 𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖢𝗈𝖿 =def 𝖶𝖾𝗊 ∩ 𝖢𝗈𝖿 and 𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖢𝗈𝖿 =def

𝖶𝖾𝗊 ∩ 𝖥𝗂𝖻 be the classes of trivial cofibrations and trivial fibrations, respectively.
The weak factorisation system (𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖥𝗂𝖻) of cofibrations and trivial fibrations is cofibrantly

generated by the set  =def {𝑖
𝑛 ∶ 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] | 𝑛 ⩾ 0} of boundary inclusions, that is,

(𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖥𝗂𝖻) = (𝖲𝖺𝗍( ) , ⋔) .

As shown in [23, Proposition 5.1.4] a map 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 is a cofibration if and only if it is a level-
wise complemented monomorphism and the degeneracy of the simplices of 𝑋𝑛 ⧵ 𝑌𝑛 is decid-
able for every [𝑛] ∈ Δ. Thus, a simplicial set 𝑋 is cofibrant if degeneracy of the simplices of 𝑋
is decidable. Note that a map between cofibrant objects is a cofibration if and only if it is a lev-
elwise complemented monomorphism. Cofibrant simplicial sets are of particular importance for
our development because of their decidability property, which can be used to establish counter-
parts of classical results valid for all simplicial sets. An example is the Eilenberg-Zilber lemma [23,
Lemma 5.1.2], asserting that in a cofibrant simplicial set𝑋, any cell 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 can be written uniquely
as 𝑝∗(𝑦), where 𝑦 is a non-degenerate cell of 𝑋 and 𝑝 is a degeneracy.
The weak factorisation system (𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖥𝗂𝖻) of trivial cofibrations and fibrations is cofibrantly

generated by the set  =def {ℎ
𝑘
𝑛 ∶ Λ𝑘[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] | 0 ⩽ 𝑘 ⩽ 𝑛} of horn inclusions, that is,

(𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖥𝗂𝖻) = (𝖲𝖺𝗍( ) , ⋔) .

For a map 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋, we denote the action of the pullback 𝑓∗ on a fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 as
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1079

For𝑋 ∈ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭, wewrite 𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 for the categorywhose objects are fibrationswith codomain𝑋 and
whose maps are determined by saying that the functor 𝑈∶ 𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 forgetting the fibra-
tion structure is full and faithful. We then write 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 for the full subcategory of 𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 spanned
by fibrations with cofibrant domain. For a simplicial set𝑋, we write 𝕃(𝑋) for its cofibrant replace-
ment and ℝ(𝑋) for its fibrant replacement. These objects come equipped with a trivial fibration
𝜀𝑋 ∶ 𝕃(𝑋) → 𝑋 and a trivial cofibration 𝜂𝑋 ∶ 𝑋 → ℝ(𝑋), respectively. An explicit definition of the
cofibrant replacement is given in the Appendix.
Themodel structure (𝖶𝖾𝗊, 𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖥𝗂𝖻) is proper, that is, both left and right proper [24, Propositions

2.2.9 and 3.5.2] and the weak factorisation systems (𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖥𝗂𝖻) and (𝖳𝗋𝗂𝗏𝖢𝗈𝖿, 𝖥𝗂𝖻) satisfy the so-
called pushout product property [23, Proposition 5.1.5 and Corollary 5.2.3]. Recall that, given two
maps 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 and g ∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴, their pushout product 𝑓 ×̂ g is defined as the unique dotted map
in the diagram

The pushout-product property is the statement that if𝑓 and g are cofibrations then so is𝑓 ×̂ g and,
if additionally either 𝑓 and g is a weak equivalence, then so is 𝑓 ×̂ g . Note that when 𝑓 and g are
monomorphisms, so in particular when they are cofibrations, the pushout in the diagram above
is just an union of subobjects and the pushout product of 𝑓 and g is just the inclusion

𝑓 ×̂ g ∶ (𝑌 × 𝐴) ∪ (𝑋 × 𝐵) → 𝑋 × 𝐴 .

Dually, using exponentials instead of products and pullbacks instead of pushouts, for maps
𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 and 𝑝∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴, the pullback exponential ⟨𝑓 , 𝑝⟩ is defined as the unique dotted arrow
in the diagram:

By adjointness (see [28] for details), ⟨𝑝 , 𝑞⟩ has the right lifting property against a map 𝑓 if and
only if 𝑞 has the right lifting property against 𝑓 ×̂ 𝑝. Therefore, the pushout-property implies its
dual version, asserting that if 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 is a cofibration and 𝑝∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 a fibration then ⟨𝑓 , 𝑝⟩ is
a fibration and if, additionally, either 𝑝 or 𝑓 is a weak equivalence, then so so is ⟨𝑓 , 𝑝⟩.
We also make use of another weak factorisation system (𝖫, 𝖱) on 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 introduced in [24,

Section 3.1]. This is useful to establish decidability conditions; in particular, we will use it to
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1080 GAMBINO and HENRY

prove Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 5.1 below. By definition, (𝖫, 𝖱) is the weak factorisation system
cofibrantly generated by the set of degeneracy maps 𝜎∶ Δ[𝑚] → Δ[𝑛], that is, the maps induced
by surjections [𝑚] → [𝑛] in Δ. We refer to maps in 𝖫 as the degeneracy quotients and the maps in
𝖱 as the degeneracy-detectingmaps. Since degeneracy maps are (split) epimorphisms in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭, the
weak factorisation system (𝖫, 𝖱) is actually a unique factorisation system. Since the degeneracy-
detectingmaps are themaps with the (unique) right lifting property against degeneracymap, they
are exactly the simplicial morphisms 𝑓∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 such that for 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑓(𝑥) is degenerated if and
only if 𝑥 is degenerated. The degeneracy quotient maps are instead the pushouts of coproducts of
degeneracy maps, that is, the maps of the form 𝑋 → 𝑋[(𝑥𝑖, 𝜎𝑖]) where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋𝑛−1 are a family of
cells, 𝜎∶ [𝑛𝑖] ↠ [𝑚𝑖] a family of degeneracies and 𝑋[(𝑥𝑖, 𝜎𝑖)] is obtained from 𝑋 by freely making
𝑥𝑖 in the image of 𝜎𝑖 for each 𝑖. For the convenience of the reader, we recall from [24] the results
about this factorisation system that will be used here.
Here and throughout the paper, a finite set means a set equipped with a bijection with the

set {1 , … , 𝑛}, for some 𝑛 ∈ ℕ. Equality in such a set is always decidable, which we sometimes
stress by saying ‘finite decidable set’, rather than just ‘finite set’, so as to distinguish this notion
from other notions of finiteness, like Kuratowski finiteness. We say that a simplicial set𝑋 is finite
if 𝑋𝑛 is a finite decidable set for each 𝑛 and 𝑋 has a finite number of non-degenerate cells in
total.

Lemma 1.1 [24, Lemma 3.1.8]. Let 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 be a degeneracy quotient between finite decidable
simplicial set, 𝑋 a cofibrant simplicial set and 𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be any morphism. Then it is decidable
whether 𝑓 can be factored through 𝑝 or not.

The proof of this result above can be outlined in a few words. Since 𝐵 = 𝐴[(𝑎𝑖, 𝜎𝑖)] for a finite
collection of cells 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑓 factors through 𝑝 if and only if 𝑓(𝑎𝑖) = 𝜎∗

𝑖
𝑥𝑖 for each 𝑖, but when 𝑋 is

cofibrant, one can decide for each 𝑖 if this is the case or not. As there is only a finite number of
such 𝑖, one can decide if it is the case for all 𝑖 or not. See

Proposition 1.2 [24, Proposition 3.1.11]. The class of degeneracy quotients is stable under pullback.

By Proposition 1.2, if 𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 is a degeneracy quotient then 𝑓 × 𝑋∶ 𝐴 × 𝑋 → 𝐵 × 𝑋 is again
a degeneracy quotient for every 𝑋.

2 THE COMPREHENSION CATEGORY OF COFIBRANT
SIMPLICIAL SETS

The main goal of this section is to introduce the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial
sets. The results of simplicial homotopy theory that we obtain in the following sections will show
how this comprehension category supports various type-theoretic constructions. We refer to [27]
for the definition of a comprehension category and basic results and to [32] for the definitions of
the categorical counterparts of the type-theoretic constructs.

Lemma 2.1.

(i) Let 𝐴 , 𝐵 be cofibrant simplicial sets. Then their product 𝐴 × 𝐵 is cofibrant.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1081

(ii) Let𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 and g ∶ 𝐵 → 𝑋 bemapswith cofibrant domain. Then their fiber product𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐵,
fitting in the pullback diagram

is cofibrant.

Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from the fact that the model structure on simplicial sets is
cartesian, that is, it satisfies the pushout-product conditions.
For part (ii), 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐵 is a sub-simplicial set of 𝐴 × 𝐵 hence a cell of 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐵 is degenerate if and

only if it is degenerate as a cell of 𝐴 × 𝐵, hence degeneracy in 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐵 is indeed decidable. □

The next proposition introduces the comprehension category cofibrant simplicial sets. Recall
that wewrite 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝖼𝗈𝖿 for the full subcategory of 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭 spanned by cofibrant simplicial sets.We then
define 𝐅𝐢𝐛𝖼𝗈𝖿 to be the category that has fibrations between cofibrant objects as objects and com-
mutative squares as maps. Here, recall from the Introduction that we take fibrations to be pairs
consisting of a map and a function providing fillers for lifting problems against horn inclusions.

Proposition 2.2. The category 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝖼𝗈𝖿 is the base of a comprehension category of the form

where 𝜒 is the evident forgetful functor.

Proof. The category 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭→
𝖼𝗈𝖿

is the arrow category of 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝖼𝗈𝖿 , whose objects are maps between
cofibrant objects. Then, the codomain functor

cod∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭→
𝖼𝗈𝖿

→ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝖼𝗈𝖿

is a Grothendieck fibration by part (ii) of Lemma 2.1. We then define 𝑝 = cod◦𝜒, which is also
a Grothendieck fibration, since the pullback of a fibration (with chosen lifts) is a fibration (with
chosen lifts). Since 𝜒 is the forgetful functor, it clearly preserves pullbacks. □

Remark 2.3. It is immediate to see that the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets
supports Σ-types. since for a fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 between cofibrant objects, dependent sum along
𝑝 functorΣ𝑝 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 , which is defined by compositionwith𝑝,maps fibrations to fibra-
tions.

We conclude this section with some results on cofibrant objects and cofibrations that will be
useful in the following.
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1082 GAMBINO and HENRY

Proposition 2.4. Let 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be a map with cofibrant domain. Then pullback along 𝑝,

𝑝∗ ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 ,

preserves cofibrations.

Proof. Let 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 be a cofibration and consider the pullback

We need to show that the monomorphism 𝐴[𝑓] ↣ 𝐴 is a cofibration. Since 𝐴 is cofibrant, it suf-
fices to show that it is a levelwise complemented. For 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑛, we have that 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴[𝑓]𝑛 if and only if
𝑝(𝑎) ∈ 𝑌𝑛. Since 𝑓∶ 𝑌 ↣ 𝑋 is a levelwise complemented monomorphism, this is decidable. □

Lemma 2.5.

(i) Let 𝑋 be cofibrant and 𝐾 finite decidable simplicial set. Then 𝑋𝐾 is cofibrant.
(ii) Let 𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 be a degeneracy quotient of finite decidable simplicial sets and𝑋 cofibrant. Then

𝑋𝑓 ∶ 𝑋𝐵 → 𝑋𝐴 is a cofibration between cofibrant objects.

Proof. For part (i), recall that an 𝑛-cell Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋𝐾 is a morphism Δ[𝑛] × 𝐾 → 𝑋. Now let
𝜎∶ Δ[𝑛] → Δ[𝑚] be a degeneracy map. Then the map 𝜎 × 𝐾∶ Δ[𝑛] × 𝐾 → Δ[𝑚] × 𝐾 is again
degeneracy quotient. Since it is a map between finite decidable simplicial sets, the question of
whether a map Δ[𝑛] × 𝐾 → 𝑋 factors through Δ[𝑛] × 𝐾 → Δ[𝑚] × 𝐾 is decidable by Lemma 1.1.
But this is exactly the question of degeneracy of cells in 𝑋𝐾 . Similarly, for part (ii), since an
𝑛-cell of 𝑋𝐴 is a morphism Δ[𝑛] × 𝐴 → 𝑋, it belongs to 𝑋𝐵 if and only it can be factored as
Δ[𝑛] × 𝐴 → Δ[𝑛] × 𝐵 → 𝑋. This is decidable by Lemma 1.1 because Δ[𝑛] × 𝐴 → Δ[𝑛] × 𝐵 is a
degeneracy quotient between finite decidable simplicial sets by part (i). □

3 IDENTITY TYPES AS PATH SPACES

In this section we begin to show how the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets
introduced in Proposition 2.2 supports various type-theoretic constructs by considering iden-
tity types. Following the fundamental insight in [5], in order to equip the comprehension cat-
egory with identity types it suffices to show that for every fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 with cofibrant
domain, there are a fibration with cofibrant domain 𝜕∶ 𝖨𝖽𝐴 → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 and a trivial cofibration
𝗋𝖾𝖿 𝗅𝐴 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝖨𝖽𝐴 that provide a factorisation of the diagonal map 𝛿𝑝 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 [32]. While
such a factorisation is guaranteed to exist by the model structure on 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭, here we show that it
can be obtained by letting 𝖨𝖽𝐴 be a mapping path space. This is useful in order to support the
intuition of elements of identity types as paths, which is a central idea in Homotopy Type The-
ory [43], to ensure pullback stability of the construction, as well as preservation of (fibrewise)
smallness.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1083

Lemma 3.1.

(i) Let 𝑋 be cofibrant and 𝐴 be fibrant. Then 𝐴𝑋 is fibrant.
(ii) Let 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 be a cofibration and 𝐴 be fibrant. Then 𝐴𝑓 ∶ 𝐴𝑋 → 𝐴𝑌 is a fibration.
(iii) Let 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 be a trivial cofibration and 𝐴 be fibrant. Then 𝐴𝑓 ∶ 𝐴𝑋 → 𝐴𝑌 is a trivial fibra-

tion.
(iv) Let𝑋 be cofibrant and 𝑝∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 be a (trivial) fibration. Then 𝑝𝑋 ∶ 𝐵𝑋 → 𝐴𝑋 is also a (trivial)

fibration.

Proof. The claims follow easily from the pushout product property of the model structure. □

Part (i) of Lemma 3.1 can be proved constructively also by following the combinatorial proof
in [33], using the decidability of degeneracy in 𝑋 given by the cofibrancy assumption to avoid
appealing to the law of excluded middle.
For a simplicial set 𝐴, we define its path object by letting 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) =def 𝐴

Δ[1]. There is evident
boundarymap 𝜕∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴 × 𝐴, giving the endpoints of a path.Wewrite 𝜕0, 𝜕1 ∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴

for the compositions of 𝜕 with the two projections and 𝑟∶ 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) for the ‘constant path’
map.

Proposition 3.2. Let 𝐴 be fibrant.

(i) The object 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) is fibrant.
(ii) The boundary map 𝜕∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴 × 𝐴 is a fibration.
(iii) The composite of 𝜕∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴 × 𝐴 with either projection is a trivial fibration.
(iv) The map 𝑟∶ 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) induced by the unique map Δ[1] → Δ[0] is a weak equivalence.

Proof. Part (i) is just a special case of part (i) of Lemma 3.1. For part (ii), apply part (ii) of Lemma 3.1
to the cofibration 𝑖1 ∶ 𝜕Δ[1] ↪ Δ[1]. For part (iii), apply part (iii) of Lemma 3.1 to the horn inclu-
sions ℎ𝑘𝑛 ∶ Λ𝑘[1] → Δ[1]. Part (iv) follows from the 3-for-2 property for weak equivalences applied
to𝐴 → 𝐴Δ[1] → 𝐴. Indeed, the composite is the identity and the second factor has just been proved
to be a trivial fibration. □

In order to interpret identity types, we need 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) to be cofibrant and the map 𝑟∶ 𝐴 →

𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) to be a trivial cofibration. This is achieved by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. Let 𝐴 be cofibrant. Then 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) is cofibrant and the map 𝑟∶ 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) is
a cofibration.

Proof. This follows from part (iii) of Lemma 2.5, applied to the cofibrant simplicial set 𝑋, and the
degeneracy map between finite simplicial sets Δ[1] → Δ[0]. □

We now define mapping path spaces and extend Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. Given a
map 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋, we define 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) via the pullback diagram
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1084 GAMBINO and HENRY

The structural maps 𝑟𝑝 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) and 𝜕∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 are produced by the diagram:

where the three square in the vertical/diagonal direction are pullbacks. As before, the maps
𝜕0 , 𝜕1 ∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴 are defined as the composites of 𝜕 with the two projections.

Theorem 3.4. Assume that 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 is a fibration between cofibrant objects Then,

(i) 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is cofibrant,
(ii) the map 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝑋 is a fibration,
(iii) the map 𝜕∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 is a fibration,
(iv) 𝜕𝑘 ∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 is a trivial fibration, for 𝑘 ∈ {0 , 1},
(v) the map 𝑟𝑝 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is a trivial cofibration.

Proof. The map 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝑋 is a pullback of the maps 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋) along 𝑋 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋).
Hence, since 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋) is a fibration (by part (iv) of Lemma 3.1), the map 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝑋

is a fibration. Since 𝑋 is cofibrant by assumption and 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) is cofibrant by Proposition 3.3, we
have that 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is also cofibrant by Lemma 2.1.
By the dual of the pushout-product property, the map ⟨𝜕Δ[𝑛] ↪ Δ[𝑛], 𝐴 → 𝑋⟩ is a fibration.

This map is

𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → (𝐴 × 𝐴) ×𝑋×𝑋 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋) .

Moreover, in the diagram

the right-hand square is easily seen to be a pullback and the total rectangle is the pullback defining
𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝), hence the left-hand square is also a pullback. Since the bottom left map is a fibration,
𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝐴 is a fibration as well.
By a similar argument, for 𝑘 ∈ {0 , 1}, the map ⟨Λ𝑘[𝑛] ↪ Δ[𝑛] , 𝐴 → 𝑋⟩ is a trivial fibration.

Indeed, this is the map 𝑞∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴) → 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋) which fits into the pullback diagrams
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1085

This shows that the canonical maps 𝜕𝑘 ∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 are trivial fibrations.
We conclude by showing that the map 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is levelwise complemented. Indeed, it fits

into a factorisation

𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴)

of a map which has been proved to be a levelwise complemented inclusion in Proposition 3.3.
Therefore, for any cell of 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) one can decide if it is in 𝐴 or not by considering it as a cell
of 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝐴). Since 𝐴 and 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) are cofibrant, this shows that 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is a cofibration. The
3-for-2 property for weak equivalences applied to 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) → 𝐴 shows that 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑝) is
also a weak equivalence, and hence a trivial cofibration. □

4 𝚷-TYPES VIA COFIBRANT REPLACEMENTS

The aim of this section is to prove the results of simplicial homotopy theory necessary to show
that the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets supports Π-types. In order to do
this, we should consider a fibration with cofibrant domain 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 and define an opera-
tion mapping a fibration with cofibrant domain 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 to a new fibration with cofibrant
domain Π̃𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π̃𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋 together with additional data [32]. Given such a map 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴,
we proceed in two steps. First, we apply the dependent product along 𝑝,

Π𝑝 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 ,

to 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 and obtain a map Π𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋, which we will show to be again a fibration.
Since this fibration does not seem to have cofibrant domain in general, we then apply a cofibrant
replacement in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 toΠ𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋 so as to obtain amapwith all the desired properties.
The resulting map will support a categorical counterpart of the propositional 𝜂-rule for Π-types.
We begin by showing that, for a fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 with cofibrant domain, the depen-

dent product along 𝑝 preserves fibrations. By adjointness, this is equivalent to showing that its
left adjoint, that is, pullback along 𝑓, preserves trivial cofibrations. This amounts to proving a
restricted version of the Frobenius property [8], obtained by considering pullbacks along fibra-
tions with cofibrant domain rather than general fibrations. By the obstruction results in [10] these
cofibrancy assumptions are essential in our constructive setting.

Theorem 4.1. Let 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be a fibration with cofibrant domain,

(i) The pullback functor 𝑝∗ ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 preserves trivial cofibrations.
(ii) The dependent productΠ𝑝 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 preserves fibrations.

Proof. Part (i) follows from Proposition 2.4, which shows that 𝑝∗ preserves cofibrations, together
with the right properness of the simplicial model structure which shows that it preserves weak
equivalences. Part (ii) follows from part (i) as Π𝑝 is right adjoint to 𝑝∗. □
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1086 GAMBINO and HENRY

Another proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in [19, Section 4] modifying appropriately the arguments
in [18].

Remark 4.2. We define explicitly how the Π-types of the comprehension category of cofibrant
simplicial sets are defined. For this, let us recall that, for maps 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 and 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴, the
dependent product Π𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋 is equipped with a map

𝖺𝗉𝗉∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) ×𝐴 𝐴 → 𝐵

in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 which is universal in the sense that, for every 𝑌 → 𝑋, the function

𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋[𝑌,Π𝐴(𝐵)] ⟶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴[𝑌 ×𝐴 𝐴, 𝐵]

𝑓 ⟼ 𝖺𝗉𝗉(𝑓 ×𝐴 1𝐴)

is a bijection. This means that we have a function 𝜆 in the opposite direction such that

𝖺𝗉𝗉(𝜆(𝑏) ×𝐴 1𝐴) = 𝑏 , 𝜆(𝖺𝗉𝗉(𝑓 ×𝐴 1𝐴)) = 𝑓 , (4.1)

for every 𝑏∶ 𝑌 ×𝐴 𝐴 → 𝐵 and 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → Π𝐴(𝐵). These equations correspond to the well-known
judgemental 𝛽-rule and 𝜂-rule for Π-types, respectively.
When 𝑝 and 𝑞 are fibrations and 𝐴 is cofibrant, the map Π𝑝(𝑞)∶ Π𝐴(𝐵) → 𝑋 is a fibration by

Theorem 4.1 but Π𝐴(𝐵) is not cofibrant, in general. Thus, we interpret Π-types as the cofibrant
replacement ofΠ𝐴(𝐵), which is given by a cofibrant simplicial set 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵) equippedwith a trivial
fibration 𝜀 ∶ 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵)) → Π𝐴(𝐵). We then define 𝖺𝗉𝗉∶ 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵)) ×𝐴 𝐴 → 𝐵 as the composite

𝖺𝗉𝗉 =def 𝖺𝗉𝗉◦(𝜀 ×𝐴 1𝐴) .

For a bifibrant simplicial set𝑌 andmaps𝑌 → 𝑋, 𝑏∶ 𝑌 ×𝐴 𝐴 → 𝐵, we define 𝜆(𝑏)∶ 𝑌 → 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵))

to be the diagonal filler

(4.2)

which exists since 𝑌 is cofibrant and 𝜀 is a trivial fibration. It follows that 𝖺𝗉𝗉(𝜆(𝑏) ×𝐴 1𝐴) = 𝑏, so
the 𝛽-rule holds as an equality. Instead, for 𝑓∶ 𝑋 → 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵)), we have a homotopy

𝜂𝑓 ∶ 𝜆(𝖺𝗉𝗉 (𝑓 ×𝐴 1𝐴)) ∼ 𝑓 ,

which is constructed as the diagonal filler in the following diagram:

where the bottom map is the constant homotopy given by the equality in the 𝜂-rule in (4.1).
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1087

This result will allow us to equip the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets Propo-
sition 2.2 with weakly stable Π-types. We will take the Π-types in the comprehension category to
be given by the objects 𝕃(Π𝐴(𝐵)). These will satisfy stability properties that are weaker than those
satisfied by Π𝐴(𝐵) in the classical simplicial model, essentially the same as those enjoyed by 𝖨𝖽-
types in homotopy-theoretic models [5], which are weaker even than those considered in [11].
Let us also note that the requirement of cofibrancy of 𝑌 is used in an essential way to construct

the diagonal filler in (4.2). For this reason, it seems impossible to obtain an analogous result for
the comprehension category with base the category of all simplicial sets and total category that of
Kan fibrations with cofibrant domain.

5 THEWEAK EQUIVALENCE EXTENSION PROPERTY

Themain goal of this section is to prove the so-called weak equivalence extension property, which
will be the key to prove the univalence of the classifying fibrations considered in Sections 6, 7. For
this, we follow closely the approach in [30], but exploiting crucially the cofibrancy requirements
that are part of our set-up.

Lemma 5.1. Let 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 be a cofibration between cofibrant objects.

(i) The dependent product along 𝑓,Π𝑓 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 , preserves trivial fibrations.
(ii) The counit of the adjunction 𝑓∗ ⊣ Π𝑓 is a natural isomorphism.
(iii) If 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝑌 is a map with cofibrant domain, thenΠ𝑓(𝑞)∶ Π𝑌(𝐵) → 𝑋 is so.
(iv) Trivial fibrations extend along 𝑓, that is, given a trivial fibration 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝑌 as in the solid dia-

gram

then there exists a trivial fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 which fits in the dotted pullback square above.
Moreover if 𝐵 is cofibrant then 𝐴 can be chosen to be cofibrant as well.

Proof. We prove the different parts separately.
For part (i), since the dependent product functor Π𝑓 is right adjoint to the pullback functor 𝑓∗

and trivial fibrations are the maps with the right lifting property with respect to cofibrations, Π𝑓

preserves trivial fibrations if and only if 𝑓∗ preserves cofibrations. But this follows from Proposi-
tion 2.4.
For part (ii), since 𝑓 is a monomorphism, Σ𝑓 ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 is fully faithful and hence the

unit 𝜂∶ 1 → 𝑓∗Σ𝑓 is an isomorphism. By adjointness, the counit 𝜀 ∶ 𝑓∗Π𝑓 → 1 is also an isomor-
phism.
For part (iii), let 𝑦∶ Δ[𝑛] → Π𝑌(𝐵) be a 𝑘-cell. We will show that for a given degeneracy

𝜎∶ [𝑛] → [𝑘] it is decidable if 𝑦 is ‘𝜎-degenerated’, that is, if 𝑦 factors through 𝜎∶ Δ[𝑛] → Δ[𝑘].
As degeneracy is decidable in 𝑋, one can freely assume that the image of 𝑦 in 𝑋 via Π𝑓(𝑞) is
𝜎-degenerated (as if it is not the case, 𝑦 is not 𝜎-degenerated), hence one has the solid diagram
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1088 GAMBINO and HENRY

Because of the adjunction between dependent product and the pullback along 𝑓, the existence of
a lift as above is equivalent to the existence of a lift in the diagram

The objects 𝑓∗Δ[𝑛] and 𝑓∗Δ[𝑘] are decidable simplicial subset of Δ[𝑛] and Δ[𝑘] because 𝑓 is itself
a levelwise complemented monomorphism, hence both of them are finite decidable simplicial
sets. The map 𝑓∗𝜎 is degeneracy quotient (by Proposition 1.2), hence Lemma 1.1 shows that the
existence of such a lift is decidable (as degeneracy quotients are epimorphisms, the existence of
lift making the upper triangle commutes is equivalent to the existence of lift making the square
commute).
For part (iv), given a trivial fibration 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝑌, define 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 to be Π𝑓(𝑞)∶ Π𝑌(𝐵) → 𝑌.

This map is a trivial fibration by part (i) and the square is a pullback by part (ii). The final remark
about the cofibrancy of 𝐴 follows from part (iii). □

Proposition 5.2 (Weak equivalence extension property). Let

be a commutative diagram where 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 and 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝑌 are fibrations with cofibrant domains
and 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 is a cofibration between cofibrant objects. Assume that the map 𝑢∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴[𝑓]

defined by 𝑢 =def (𝑞, g), fitting the diagram of solid maps

is a weak equivalence in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 . Then there exist a fibration �̄� ∶ �̄� → 𝑋, a weak equivalence 𝑣∶ �̄� →

𝐴 in𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 andamap𝐵 → �̄� such that both of the other squares in the diagramabove are pullbacks.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1089

Proof. We define the required object �̄� as the following pullback:

where 𝜂𝐴 is a component of the unit of adjunction 𝑓∗ ⊣ Π𝑓 . An application of the pullback
𝑓∗ ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 to this square gives the commutative square

which is a pullback since 𝑓∗Π𝑓 ≅ 1 by part (ii) Lemma 5.1. Hence 𝐵 ≅ �̄�[𝑓], as required.
Since 𝐵 is cofibrant, Π𝑌(𝐵) is cofibrant by part (iii) of Lemma 5.1. Hence, the simplicial set �̄�

is also cofibrant by Lemma 2.1. Furthermore, the maps 𝐵 → �̄� and 𝐴[𝑓] → 𝐴 are cofibrations
by Proposition 2.4, as they are pullback of the cofibration 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋.
It remains to prove that 𝑣∶ �̄� → 𝐴 is a weak equivalence and that �̄� ∶ �̄� → 𝑋 is a fibration. The

map 𝑢 can be factored into a trivial cofibration followed by a trivial fibration, and it is sufficient to
prove these claims for each half of the factorisation separately, that is, when 𝑢 is a trivial fibration
and when it is a trivial cofibration.
If 𝑢 is a trivial fibration, then its image under Π𝑓 is a trivial fibration by part (i) of Lemma 5.1.

Since the map �̄� → 𝐴 is a pullback of this map, it is also a trivial fibration. This also implies that
the composite �̄� → 𝐴 → 𝑋 is a fibration.
We now assume that 𝑢∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴[𝑓] is a trivial cofibration. Using that themaps from �̄� and𝐴[𝑓]

to 𝑌 are fibrations, we can show that 𝑢 is a strong deformation retract over 𝑌, that is, there is a
retraction 𝑟∶ 𝐴[𝑓] → 𝐵 of 𝑢 in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 and a homotopy

𝐻∶ Δ[1] × 𝐴[𝑓] → 𝐴[𝑓]

between 𝑢◦𝑟 and 1𝐴[𝑓], whose composite with𝐴[𝑓] → 𝑌 is the trivial homotopy. Indeed, 𝑟 and𝐻
are, respectively, constructed as the dotted diagonal liftings in the squares:

We want to show that �̄� → 𝐴 is also a deformation retract by constructing a similar homotopy

𝐻′ ∶ Δ[1] × 𝐴 → 𝐴 .

This homotopy will be constructed so that it is 𝐻 on Δ[1] × 𝐴[𝑓], it is the map

Δ[1] × �̄� → Δ[0] × �̄� ≅ �̄� → 𝐴
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1090 GAMBINO and HENRY

on Δ[0] × �̄� (indeed they agree on Δ[1] × 𝐵) and it is the identity on Δ[0] × 𝐴. This is achieved by
taking a diagonal filling in the square:

Such a diagonal filler exists since the map on the left-hand side is a trivial cofibration, being
the pushout-product of 𝑌0 ∶ Δ[0] → Δ[1] and the cofibration �̄� ∪ 𝐴[𝑓] → 𝐴, and the map on the
right-hand side is a fibration by assumption.
It remains to see that the map 𝐻1∶ 𝐴 → 𝐴 is indeed a retraction of �̄� → 𝐴. We already know

that the restriction of𝐻1 to �̄� is the inclusion of �̄� in𝐴, so it is enough to show that𝐻1 has values
in �̄�. We also know that 𝐻1 restricted to 𝐴[𝑓] takes values in 𝐵 ⊆ �̄�. By definition of �̄�, the map
𝐻1 factors into �̄� if and only if it takes values in Π𝑌(𝐵) when seen as a map to Π𝑌(𝐴[𝑓]), and by
adjunction this is the case if and only if themap corresponding to𝐻1,𝐴[𝑓] = 𝑓∗(𝐴) → 𝐴[𝑓] takes
values in 𝐵, but this is indeed the case, as already mentioned above.
Since �̄� → 𝐴 is a deformation retract, it is invertible in the homotopy category and so it is a

weak equivalence. The construction above also shows that �̄� is retract of 𝐴 in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 and hence
�̄� ∶ �̄� → 𝑋 is a fibration because 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 is. □

Another proof of Theorem 4.1 is obtained in [19, Section 3.2] modifying the argument in [36].

6 A CLASSIFYING SMALL FIBRATION BETWEEN BIFIBRANT
OBJECTS

The aim of this section is to begin establishing the results necessary to have a pseudo Tarski uni-
verse satisfying the UA in the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets. For this, we
need to define a cofibrant Kan complex 𝖴𝑐 and a Kan fibration with cofibrant domain 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 →

𝖴𝑐. The closure of the type-theoretic universe under various type-formation operations corre-
sponds to the closure of the class ofmaps arising as pullbacks of𝜋𝑐 under the operations necessary
to interpret the corresponding types. For this, it is convenient to consider 𝜋𝑐 to be a fibration that
classifies small fibrations between cofibrant simplicial sets, that is, such that for every such fibra-
tion 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 there exists a map 𝑎∶ 𝑋 → 𝖴𝑐 fitting in a pullback diagram of the form

Here, note that we make no requirement for the map 𝑎 to be unique, in contrast for example with
the situation of the subobject classifier in an elementary topos. Indeed, the map 𝑎 is not unique,
but only unique up to a contractible space of choices, a fact that will be expressed by showing that
𝜋𝑐 is univalent.
In this section, we limit ourselves to define 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 and prove that it classifies small fibra-

tions between cofibrant simplicial sets. We will then show that 𝖴𝑐 is bifibrant, that 𝖴𝑐 is cofibrant
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1091

and that 𝜋𝑐 is univalent in Section 7. For the goal of this section, we proceed in two steps. First,
we modify the construction of the weak classifier for small fibrations in [30] to obtain a small
fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 which classifies small fibrations with cofibrant fibers. Since the base of this
fibration does not appear to be cofibrant, we need to consider a suitable cofibrant replacement
of 𝖴 and obtain the required fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 via a pullback.
As a preliminary step, let us recall that a simplicial set 𝐴 is small if 𝐴𝑛 is a small set (in the

sense specified in the Introduction) for every [𝑛] ∈ Δ and that a map 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 of simplicial sets
is small if for every 𝑥∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋 the simplicial set 𝐴[𝑥] given by the pullback square

is small. Let us also recall the construction of a map of simplicial sets 𝜌∶ 𝖵 → 𝖵 that classifies
small maps of simplicial sets, which is a special case of the results in [26] for arbitrary presheaf
categories. For this, we use the equivalence in (1.1) and the notation associated to it. The simplicial
set 𝖵 is defined by letting

𝖵𝑛 =def {𝐹 ∶ Δ∕[𝑛]
op → 𝐒𝐞𝐭},

for [𝑛] ∈ Δ, where 𝐒𝐞𝐭 denotes the category of small sets. More generally, if 𝑋 is a simplicial set
thenmaps from𝑋 to 𝖵 corresponds to functors 𝐹∶ Δ∕𝑋

op → 𝐒𝐞𝐭, where Δ∕𝑋 denotes the category
of elements of𝑋. The object 𝖵 is then defined in exactly the same way by replacing the category of
sets by the category of pointed sets and the map 𝖵 → 𝖵 is induced by forgetting the marked point.
The next lemma is essentially [12, Lemma 3.9] and [38, Property (2′)], but it is proved here

constructively by exploiting the decidability property of cofibrations. The lemma will be used to
‘rectify’ the choice of lifts in the proofs of Theorem 7.4 and Theorem 7.6.

Lemma 6.1. Given a solid diagram

where both solid squares are pullbacks and 𝑖 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 is a cofibration, there exists dotted arrows that
makes the whole diagram commutative and the third square also a pullback.

Proof. Since themap𝐾 → 𝐵 is classified by somemap𝜒∶ 𝐵 → 𝖵, there are two dotted arrow as in
the diagram above that make the third square a pullback. However, the whole diagram obtained
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1092 GAMBINO and HENRY

in this way is not necessarily commutative: the map 𝜒 corresponds to a presheaf 𝐺 on Δ∕𝐵, the
map𝐴 → 𝖵 corresponds to a presheaf 𝐹 on Δ∕𝐴 and the commutativity of the given solid diagram
means that the composite

is isomorphic to 𝐹. But the whole diagram commutes, as required, only if they are not just iso-
morphic, but equal. Since 𝑖 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 is a cofibration, it is levelwise decidable, hence the functor
Δ∕𝐴 → Δ∕𝐵 is a decidable inclusion at the level of objects and fully faithful.We can then redefine𝐺
to be equal to 𝐹 on object that are in the image ofΔ∕𝐴 and equal to the previously defined𝐺 on the
other objects. There is an evident way to make this into a functor, using the natural isomorphism
between 𝐹 and the restriction of 𝐺, and this gives the required commutative diagram. □

We now come to our first step, in which we define a small fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴which classifies
the class of small fibrations with cofibrant fibers.

Definition 6.2. We say that a map 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 has cofibrant fibers if for every 𝑥∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋 the
simplicial set 𝐴[𝑥] given by the pullback square

is cofibrant.

Lemma 6.3.

(i) If a map 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 has cofibrant domain then it has cofibrant fibers.
(ii) If 𝑋 is cofibrant and 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 has cofibrant fibers then 𝐴 is cofibrant.

Proof. Part (i) follows fromLemma 2.1. For part (ii), let [𝑛] ∈ Δ,𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑛. Since𝑋 is cofibrant, by the
constructive version of the Eilenberg-Zilber lemma [23, Lemma 5.1.2], we can write 𝑝(𝑎) ∈ 𝑋 in a
unique way as 𝑝(𝑎) = 𝑠∗(𝑥), where 𝑠 ∶ [𝑛] → [𝑘] is a degeneracy and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑘 is a non-degenerate
cell. Let 𝑥∶ Δ[𝑘] → 𝑋 be the corresponding map. We now form the pullback

By the universal property of the pullback, there is a unique cell 𝑒 ∈ 𝐴[𝑥]𝑛 such that𝑤(𝑒) = 𝑎, and
the image of 𝑒 in Δ[𝑘] is the cell 𝑠 ∶ [𝑛] → [𝑘], whose image in 𝑋 are both equal to 𝑝(𝑎) = 𝑠∗(𝑥).
By the assumption that 𝑝 has cofibrant fibers, the simplicial set 𝐴[𝑥] is cofibrant and hence it

is decidable whether 𝑒 is degenerate or not. We claim that 𝑎 is degenerate if and only if 𝑒 is, which
implies that it is decidable whether 𝑎 is degenerate.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1093

Indeed as 𝑎 = 𝑤(𝑒) then if 𝑒 is degenerate so 𝑎 is. Conversely, assume that 𝑎 = 𝜎∗(𝑦1) for a non-
trivial degeneracy 𝜎. Then 𝑝(𝑎) = 𝜎∗(𝑥1), hence by the uniqueness part of the Eilenberg-Zilber
lemma for 𝑋 one has that 𝑠 = 𝑠1◦𝜎 for some degeneracy 𝑠1, and 𝑥1 = 𝑠∗

1
(𝑥′). In particular, we get

a unique cell 𝑒1 of 𝐴[𝑥] whose image in Δ[𝑛] and 𝑋 are 𝑠1 and 𝑎1, respectively, whose images
in 𝑋 are both equal to 𝑥1 = 𝑠∗

1
(𝑥′). Finally, the image of 𝑝∗(𝑒1) in Δ[𝑛] and 𝐴 are 𝑝∗𝑦1 = 𝑎 and

𝑠1◦𝑝 = 𝑠, respectively, and hence 𝑝∗(𝑒1) = 𝑒, which proves that 𝑒 is degenerate as soon as 𝑎 is. □

Define an object 𝖴 by letting, for [𝑛] ∈ Δ,

𝖴𝑛 = {𝐹 ∈ 𝖵𝑛 | 𝜋𝐹 ∶ ∫ 𝐹 → Δ[𝑛] is a small fibration and ∫ 𝐹 is cofibrant} .

Here, recall that by a fibration we mean a function together with a fibration structure, that is, a
choice of lifts against the horn inclusions Λ𝑘[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛]. There is then an evident forgetful map
𝖴 → 𝖵, which is not injective. Here, 𝖴 is a presheaf because 𝖵 is a presheaf and the pullback of a
fibration (with chosen lifts) is again a fibration (with chosen lifts), using Lemma 2.1 to obtain the
required cofibrancy conditions.
We then define the map 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 via the pullback

(6.1)

Proposition 6.4.

(i) The map 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 is a small fibration with cofibrant fibers.
(ii) The map 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 classifies small fibrations with cofibrant fibers. More precisely, a map

𝑣∶ 𝑋 → 𝖵 can be lifted to a map 𝑋 → 𝖴 if and only if it classifies a fibration with cofibrant
fibers. Moreover, choice of a lift to 𝖴 corresponds (functorially in 𝑋 and 𝖵) to the choice of a
fibration structure on the map classified by 𝑣.

(iii) A lifting problem

where 𝑖 is a cofibration, has a solution if and only if the map𝐾 → 𝐵 classified by 𝑡 is a fibration
with cofibrant fibers.

Proof. For part (i), consider a map 𝑎∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝖴 and the pullbacks
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1094 GAMBINO and HENRY

This shows that 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → Δ[𝑛] is isomorphic to 𝜋𝐹 ∶ ∫ 𝐹 → Δ[𝑛] in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕Δ[𝑛], where 𝐹 corre-
sponds under the equivalence in (1.1) to 𝑎∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝖵. Therefore, by definition of𝖴,𝐴 is cofibrant
and 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → Δ[𝑛] is a small fibration. This implies that 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 has cofibrant fibers. To show
it is a fibration, we rewrite a general lifting problem against a horn inclusion ℎ𝑛

𝑘
∶ Λ𝑘[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛]

as follows:

and then use that 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → Δ[𝑛] is a fibration, with chosen lifts, which produces a chosen lift in
the diagram above.
For part (ii), if a map 𝑣∶ 𝑋 → 𝖵 lifts to 𝖴, then the map 𝐴 → 𝑋 classified by 𝑣 is a pullback of

𝖴 → 𝖴 and therefore it is a small fibration with cofibrant fibers. Conversely, let 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be a
small fibration with cofibrant fibers. Being a small map, 𝑝 fits into a pullback of the form

For each cell of 𝑋, 𝑥∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋 the pullback 𝐴[𝑥] → Δ[𝑛] is a small fibration with cofibrant
domain by the assumptions on 𝑝, which means, by the definition of 𝖴 that the image of the cell 𝑥
in 𝖵 lifts to𝖴. As one can easily check that these lifts to𝖴 are functorial in [𝑛], themap𝑋 → 𝖵 lifts
to 𝖴, and hence 𝐴 → 𝑋 is actually the pullback of 𝖴 → 𝖴. One also easily checks that there is a
correspondence between fibration structures on the map𝐴 → 𝑋 and compatible choices of fibra-
tion structures on each pullback along a map Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋, so that the two constructions explained
above are inverse of each other.
For part (iii), the existence of diagonal lift implies that 𝑡 classifies a fibration with cofibrant

fibers by part (ii). Conversely, assuming that 𝑡 classifies a fibration with cofibrant fibers, it follows
from part (ii) that constructing a diagonal lift is the same as choosing lifts for the map 𝐾 → 𝐵

classified by 𝑡 such that the choice of lift induced on the pullback to 𝐴 is the one induced by the
map𝐴 → 𝖴. But this is easily achieved as follows. Given a lifting problem ofΛ𝑘[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] against
𝐾 → 𝐵, since𝐴 → 𝐵 is a cofibration it is decidablewhether themapΔ[𝑛] → 𝐵 factors through𝐴 or
not. One then chooses the lift given by the fibration structure of𝐾 → 𝐵 ifΔ[𝑛] → 𝐵 does not factor
through 𝐴 and by the fibration structure on the pullback 𝐾[𝑖] → 𝐴 of 𝐾 → 𝐵 along 𝑖 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵

otherwise, noting that 𝐾[𝑖] → 𝐴 is a fibration classified by the composite 𝑡𝑖 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 → 𝖴. □

We now construct a fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 that classifies small fibrations between cofibrant
objects. In particular, the base 𝖴𝑐 of this fibration will be cofibrant. In order to do this, let 𝖴𝑐 be a
cofibrant replacement of 𝖴, which comes with a trivial fibration

𝜏∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴 . (6.2)
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1095

We then define 𝖴𝑐 via the pullback

(6.3)

We now prove that 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 has the required properties.

Theorem 6.5.

(i) 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is a small fibration with cofibrant fibers and cofibrant codomain.
(ii) The map 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 classifies small fibrations between cofibrant objects, that is, if a map

𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋, with 𝑋 cofibrant, is a small fibration between cofibrant objects if and only there
exists a pullback diagram of the form

Proof. For part (i), 𝖴𝑐 is cofibrant by construction and the rest of the claim follows from part (ii)
of Proposition 6.4.
For part (ii), let 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be a small fibration between cofibrant objects, by part (i) of

Lemma 6.3, it has cofibrant fibers and hence by part (ii) of Proposition 6.4 there is a pullback
diagram of the form

Since 𝑋 is cofibrant, we have a diagonal filler in the diagram

We then obtain the diagram
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1096 GAMBINO and HENRY

Here, the right-hand side square and the rectangle are pullbacks and therefore the left-hand side
square is also a pullback. Hence 𝑝 is indeed a pullback of 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐. Conversely, any pullback
𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 of 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is a small fibration with cofibrant fibers, hence by part (ii) of Lemma 6.3,
if 𝑋 is cofibrant, 𝑝 is small fibration between cofibrant objects. □

7 FIBRANCY AND UNIVALENCE OF THE UNIVERSE

The aim of this section is to show that 𝖴𝑐 is a cofibrant Kan complex and that 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is
univalent. For this, let us first return to consider the fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 defined via the pullback
in (6.1). Let 𝖴→ be the simplicial set whose 𝑛-simplices are triples of the form (𝐹0, 𝐹1, 𝜙), where
𝐹0 and 𝐹1 are 𝑛-simplices of 𝖴, that is, functors

𝐹0, 𝐹1 ∶ Δ∕[𝑛]
op → 𝐒𝐞𝐭

and 𝜙∶ 𝐹0 ⇒ 𝐹1 is a natural transformation. By the equivalence in (1.1), such triples correspond
to commutative diagrams of the form

(7.1)

where 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 are fibrations with cofibrant domain.

Lemma 7.1. The map (𝖽𝗈𝗆, 𝖼𝗈𝖽)∶ 𝖴→ → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is a fibration

Proof. Observe that 𝖴→ is exactly Π𝑝(𝖴 × 𝖴), where 𝑝∶ 𝖴 × 𝖴 → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is the evident map. It
follows from Theorem 4.1 that 𝖴→ → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is a fibration. More precisely, Theorem 4.1 implies
that any pullback of 𝖴→ → 𝖴 × 𝖴 to a cofibrant 𝑋 → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is a fibration (due to the cofibrancy
assumption of Theorem 4.1), but this is sufficient to prove that 𝖴→ → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is a fibration, as in
the argument for part (i) of Proposition 6.4. □

We recall that𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 denotes the full subcategory of 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 of fibrationswith cofibrant domain.
Given 𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 an arrow in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 we now construct the object 𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 of weak equiv-
alences structures on 𝑓. We will use the characterisation of weak equivalences as maps that have
both a left inverse and a right inverse, that is, what are called bi-invertiblemaps in [43, Section 4.3].
For this, we essentially follow [39] and [41, Section 1.4], which in turn is a category-theoretic coun-
terpart of the type-theoretic treatment in [43].We cannot use the results in [39] and [41, Section 1.4]
directly since they both work under assumptions on path objects that would not be satisfied for us
without restricting to cofibrant objects and assume thatΠ-types are given by dependent products,
that is, right adjoints to pullback functors, which we do not have if we restrict to cofibrant objects.
For these reasons, we need to prove Proposition 7.2 explicitly. However, since this is very similar
to the references cited above, we will not give all details.
Given a map 𝑓∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵 in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 , a right inverse for 𝑓, is a map ℎ∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 and a

homotopy 𝑓◦ℎ ∼ 1𝐵, given by an arrow 𝐵 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁∕𝑋(𝐵) in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 . Similarly, a left inverse for 𝑓
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1097

is an arrow g ∶ 𝐵 → 𝐴 together with a homotopy g◦𝑓 ∼ 1𝐴, given by an arrow 𝐴 → 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁∕𝑋(𝐴)

in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 .
Using dependent products (without taking cofibrant replacements), we can construct fibrant

objects 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) ↠ 𝑋 and 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) ↠ 𝑋, that are, respectively, the objects of left and right inverse
of 𝑓. Explicitly, for an object 𝑌 ∈ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 a map 𝑌 → 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) is the same as a left inverse to the
map 𝐴 ×𝑋 𝑌 → 𝐵 ×𝑋 𝑌 in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑌 .
We then define 𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) = 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) ×𝑋 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓). It is also fibrant over𝑋, and an arrow𝑌 → 𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓)

in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 is the same as the data of both a left inverse and a right inverse of the pullback of 𝑓 to
𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 .

Proposition 7.2. Let 𝑓 ∶ 𝑈 → 𝑉 be an arrow in 𝖡𝖥𝗂𝖻∕𝑋 between two fibrations with cofibrant fibers
𝑈 ↠ 𝑋 and𝑉 ↠ 𝑋. Let𝐴 ↪ 𝐵 a cofibration between cofibrant objects in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 , then a lifting prob-
lem

has a diagonal filling if and only if the pullback of 𝑓 to 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐵 is a weak equivalence.

Proof. Let 𝑝∗ ∶ 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 → 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐵 be the pullback along 𝑝. By construction, if we have a lift 𝐵 →

𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) then we get both a left and a right inverse to 𝑝∗(𝑓)∶ 𝑝∗(𝑈) → 𝑝∗(𝑉), which is an arrow
between bifibrant objects in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐵. This implies that 𝑝∗(𝑓) is a weak equivalence, and concludes
the proof of one implication.
Conversely, we assume that 𝑝∗(𝑓) ∶ 𝑝∗(𝑈) → 𝑝∗(𝑉) is a weak equivalence. Note that as 𝑈

and 𝑉 are assumed to have cofibrant fibers over 𝑋 and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are cofibrant, all the objects 𝑝∗𝑈,
𝑖∗𝑈, 𝑝∗𝑉 and 𝑖∗𝑉 are cofibrant.
Because 𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) is constructed as 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) ×𝑋 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓), we only need to construct lifts to 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓)

and 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) separately. We start with the lift to 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓). A right inverse to 𝑓 ∶ 𝑈 → 𝑉 in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋
can be described as a section to a fibration 𝜋𝑓 ∶ 𝑈 ×𝑉 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁∕𝑋(𝑉) → 𝑉. Indeed, in terms of gen-
eralised elements it should associate to each 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 an element 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 together with a homo-
topy between 𝑓(𝑢) and 𝑣. The construction 𝑓 ↦ 𝜋𝑓 is stable under pullback in the sense that
𝜋𝑝∗𝑓 ≅ 𝑝∗(𝜋𝑓). Moreover, if 𝑓 is an equivalence 𝜋𝑓 also is, and hence it is a trivial fibration, in
particular 𝑝∗(𝜋𝑓) and 𝑖∗(𝜋𝑓) are trivial fibrations. Now construing a lift to 𝖱𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) is the same as
constructing a section of 𝑝∗(𝜋𝑓) to 𝐵 (which is a trivial fibration) that extends the given section of
𝑖∗(𝜋𝑓). By our cofibrancy assumption, and Proposition 2.4, the horizontal maps in the square:

are cofibrations, and so the desired section on 𝑝∗𝜋𝑓 extending the one on 𝑖∗𝜋𝑓 can be constructed
using the right lifting property of the trivial fibration 𝑝∗𝜋𝑓 ≃ 𝜋𝑝∗𝑓 against 𝑝∗𝑉 → 𝑖∗𝑉.
We now move to the lift to 𝖫𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓). A left inverse of 𝑓, can be described dually as a retraction

of the map 𝜎𝑓 ∶ 𝑈 ↪ Δ[1] × 𝑈
∐

𝑈 𝑉 in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭𝑋 . Similarly to the previous case, the construction
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1098 GAMBINO and HENRY

𝑓 ↦ 𝜎𝑓 is also stable under pullback (that is, 𝑝∗𝜎𝑓 ≅ 𝜎𝑝∗𝑓), the map 𝜎𝑓 is cofibration when 𝑈

and𝑉 are cofibrant and is a trivial cofibration if in addition 𝑓 is a weak equivalence. So, as before,
𝑝∗(𝜎𝑓) and 𝑖∗(𝜎𝑓) are trivial cofibrations. Thus, the lift that we are trying to construct is equivalent
to a retraction in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐵 of the right map in the square below that extends the retraction already
existing in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝐴 of the left map:

This can be achieved by choosing a lift in:

Here, the map on the right is a fibration. The left arrow is a weak equivalence by 2-out-of-3, since
both maps 𝑝∗(𝜎𝑓) and (the pushout of) 𝑖∗𝜎𝑓 are trivial cofibration. It is also a cofibration since
it is a monomorphism and the decidability condition hold because all the maps in the previous
square are cofibrations. □

Finally, we define 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) ↠ 𝖴→ by applying this construction 𝖨𝗇𝗏(𝑓) to the universal arrow
between small fibrations with cofibrant fibers, which lives over 𝖴→. By Proposition 7.2, we have
the following result.

Proposition 7.3. The map 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) → 𝖴→ is a fibration and given 𝐴 ↣ 𝐵 a cofibration between
cofibrant objects, a lifting problem

has a dotted diagonal filling if and only if the map classified by 𝑝 is a weak equivalence.

Theorem 7.4.

(i) The simplicial set 𝖴 is fibrant.
(ii) The simplicial set 𝖴𝑐 is bifibrant.

Proof. We prove part (i). Since (𝑠, 𝑡)∶ 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) → 𝖴 × 𝖴 is a fibration, for any cofibrant simplicial
set𝑋, maps 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 ∶ 𝑋 ⇉ 𝖴 and homotopy ℎ∶ Δ[1] × 𝑋 → 𝖴 from 𝑎1 to 𝑎2, there is a weak equiv-
alence in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋 between the objects classified by 𝑎1 and 𝑎2, constructed as follows. For this, we
first consider a diagonal filler in the diagram
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1099

Here, 𝑖1 denotes a map classifying the identify of the object classified by 𝑎1. By 𝑎1 in the first com-
ponent of the bottom arrow we mean the composite Δ[1] × 𝑋 → 𝑋 → 𝖴. Composing the dotted
arrowwith 𝛿1 gives us amap𝑋 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴)whose projection to𝖴 × 𝖴 is (𝑎1, 𝑎2), that is, it classifies
a weak equivalence between the objects classified by 𝑎1 and 𝑎2. One can do the same thing with
𝛿0 and 𝛿1 exchanged to get a weak equivalence in the other direction.
Using this fact, we can now prove that 𝖴 is fibrant. A map ℎ𝑘𝑛 ∶ Λ𝑘[𝑛] → 𝖴 classifies a fibration

𝑞∶ 𝐵 → Λ𝑘[𝑛] with cofibrant domain. The horn inclusion ℎ𝑘𝑛 ∶ Λ𝑘[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] fits into the retract
diagram

where the map Δ[0] → Δ[1] can be either 𝛿0 or 𝛿1 depending on whether 0 < 𝑘 or 𝑘 < 𝑛. See, for
example, the last part of the proof of [29, Theorem 3.2.3].
By the observation above, the composite map (Δ[1] × Λ𝑘[𝑛]) ∪ Δ[𝑛] → Λ𝑘[𝑛] → 𝖴 gives a solid

diagram of the form

So we can construct a fibration �̄� ∶ �̄� → Δ[𝑛] with cofibrant domain whose pullback along ℎ𝑘𝑛 is
isomorphic to 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → Λ𝑘

𝑛. The map 𝑏∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝖴 classifying �̄�, if chosen carefully, gives the lift
we are looking for. More precisely, by Lemma 6.1 one can choose (in the diagram below) a map
𝑎∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝖵 that classifies �̄� and extends the map Λ𝑘[𝑛] → 𝖴 → 𝖵 classifying 𝑞. Finally, using
part (iii) of Proposition 6.4 one can (also in the diagram below) lift this map to map 𝑏∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝖴

that gives the lift we are looking for,

Part (ii) follows immediately from part (i) since 𝜏∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴 of (6.2) is a trivial fibration. □
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1100 GAMBINO and HENRY

Wenowwish to definewhat itmeans for a small fibrationwith cofibrant fibers, and in particular
for a small fibration between cofibrant objects, to be univalent. For this, we fix such a fibration
𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 and construct an object𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) → 𝑋 × 𝑋 that represents weak equivalences between
fibers of 𝑝, in the sense that maps 𝑌 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑋×𝑋 are in bijective correspondence with
tuples (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑤, 𝑒) consisting of two maps 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋, a map 𝑤∶ 𝐴[𝑥1] → 𝐴[𝑥2] in 𝐒𝐒𝐞𝐭∕𝑌 ,
and 𝑒 a weak equivalence structure on 𝑤. The required object 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) can be constructed as the
pullback

where 𝑎∶ 𝑋 → 𝖴 is a classifying map for the small fibration 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋, which exists by our
assumption that 𝐴 and 𝑋 are cofibrant and part (iii) of Proposition 6.4. The verification that
𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) has the required universal property is an easy calculation, which we leave to the read-
ers. There is an evident map 𝑖 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) corresponding via the universal property of𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝)

to the tuple of identity maps (1𝑋, 1𝑋, 1𝐴, 𝑒) where 𝑒 is just the ‘trivial’ weak equivalence structure
on the identity, using the identity as both a left and a right inverse.

Definition 7.5. Let𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋 be a small fibrationwith cofibrant fibers.We say that𝑝 is univalent
if the map 𝑖 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) is a weak equivalence.

For a small fibration with cofibrant fibers 𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋, being univalent is equivalent to either
𝑠 ∶ 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) → 𝑋 or 𝑡 ∶ 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) → 𝑋 being a trivial fibration. Also note that, when 𝑋 is cofibrant,
we have a map 𝑗 ∶ 𝖯𝖺𝗍𝗁(𝑋) → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝑝) fitting in the diagram

In this case, 𝑝 is univalent if and only if 𝑗 is a weak equivalence, mirroring the type-theoretic
definition of univalence. This will be the case for 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐, for example.

Theorem 7.6.

(i) The fibration 𝜋∶ 𝖴 → 𝖴 is univalent.
(ii) The fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is univalent.

Proof. For part (i), we prove that 𝑡 ∶ 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) → 𝖴 has the right lifting property with respect to
all cofibrations between cofibrant objects. So let 𝑓∶ 𝑌 → 𝑋 be a cofibration between cofibrant
objects and consider the diagonal filling problem
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1101

By construction of𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴), and using Proposition 7.3, this induces a diagram of solid arrows as in
the equivalence extension property of Proposition 5.2. Indeed, themap𝑋 → 𝖴 gives us𝑝∶ 𝐴 → 𝑋,
the composite of 𝑌 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) with the first projection gives us 𝑞∶ 𝐵 → 𝑌, while the rest of the
data and the commutativity of the square gives us a weak equivalence 𝑢 between 𝐵 and 𝐴[𝑓]

over 𝑋. The completion of this diagram given by Proposition 5.2,

is what one needs to produce the required diagonal filler, at least if one chooses the classifying
maps correctly. Indeed, by Lemma 6.1 one can choose of map 𝑋 → 𝖵 classifying �̄� → 𝑋 whose
restriction along𝑌 → 𝑋 is the composite𝑌 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) → 𝖴 → 𝖵 that classifies 𝐵, and by part (iii)
of Proposition 6.4, one can lift it to a classifying map 𝑋 → 𝖴 that restricts to the composite 𝑌 →

𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) → 𝖴. At this point we have a solid commutative diagram

The dotted lift𝑋 → 𝖴→ is obtained from themap �̄� → 𝐴 using the definition of𝖴→ as an exponen-
tial type, and the dotted lift 𝑋 → 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝖴) is constructed from Proposition 7.3 as the map �̄� → 𝐴 is
a weak equivalence. Post-composing all this with the appropriate projection 𝖴 × 𝖴 → 𝖴 gives the
solution to our lifting problem and concludes the proof of part (i).
For part (ii), we prove that 𝑡 ∶ 𝖶𝖾𝗊(𝜋𝑐) → 𝖴𝑐 is a trivial fibration. For this, let us observe that

we have a diagram
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1102 GAMBINO and HENRY

The composite on the left-hand side is themap 𝑡 thatwewish to show to be a trivial fibration. First,
using part (i), observe that it is a fibration since it is the composite of two fibrations. Secondly,
observe that the top square is a pullback and so 𝜎 is a trivial fibration since 𝜏 × 𝜏 is so. Thus,
applying 3-for-2 to the outer square, we obtain that 𝑡 is a weak equivalence and hence a trivial
fibration, as required. □

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We can now summarize our results using the comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets
introduced in Proposition 2.2,

For this, we use the terminology of [32] regarding the stability conditions and that of [40,
Appendix A] regarding the type-theoretic universe.Whenwe say that the universe is closed under
some constructions, we simplymean that the fibrations classified by the universe are closed under
these constructions.

Theorem 8.1. The comprehension category of cofibrant simplicial sets has:

∙ a pseudo-stable empty type 0, unit type 1 and natural numbers type ℕ,
∙ pseudo-stable +-types,
∙ partially pseudo-stable 𝖨𝖽-types,
∙ pseudo-stable Σ-types,
∙ weakly stableΠ-types,
∙ a pseudo Tarski universe 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐, containing 0, 1, ℕ and closed under the Σ-types, 𝖨𝖽-types,
Π-types and +-types constructions.

Furthermore, the fibration 𝜋𝑐 ∶ 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 is univalent.

Proof. We have checked that this is indeed a comprehension category in Proposition 2.2. For 0, 1
and ℕ, these are simply given by the discrete simplicial sets, which are cofibrant (as every cell of
dimension > 0 is degenerated) and fibrant. For + types, we use coproducts observing that 𝐴 + 𝐵

is fibrant and cofibrant if 𝐴 and 𝐵 are so.
Identity types are constructed in Section 3. In particular, see Theorem 3.4. The construction

of 𝖨𝖽-types themselves involves only categorical dependent products and pullbacks, which are
all pseudo-stable, but the construction of the 𝖩-eliminator involves lifting properties which is not
pseudo-stable in general. Thus, we have partially pseudo-stable identity types, as in [32, Defini-
tion 2.3.4]. The Σ-types have been constructed in Remark 2.3 and are clearly stable under pull-
back up to isomorphism. The Π-types have been constructed in Section 4 as cofibrant replace-
ment 𝕃Π𝐴𝐵 of the categorical dependent products Π𝐴𝐵. The categorical dependent products are
pseudo-stable, so given such a Π-type 𝕃Π𝐴𝐵, in context Γ its pullback 𝑓∗(𝕃Π𝐴𝐵) along a context
morphism 𝑓∶ Γ′ → Γ might be different from 𝕃Π𝑓∗𝐴𝑓

∗𝐵 but is also a cofibrant replacement of
Π𝑓∗𝐴𝑓

∗𝐵 hence also has the property of being a Π-type.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1103

Finally, in Section 6 we constructed the universe 𝖴𝑐 → 𝖴𝑐 as a classifier for all small fibrations
between cofibrant objects. As small fibrations are stable under all the constructor above, this gives
the stability of the universe. It has been shown in Theorem 7.6 in that this fibration is indeed uni-
valent. Regarding the closure of the universe, the only delicate point concernsΠ-types because of
the use of the cofibrant replacement. The explicit definition of the cofibrant replacement functor
in the Appendix shows that the trivial fibration 𝜀𝑋 ∶ 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 is a small fibration for every𝑋, inde-
pendently of whether 𝑋 is small or not (see Remark 8.3 for a comment on the use of a ‘resizing
rule’ in the proof of this claim and part (i) of Corollary A.9 for details). Hence the construction of
Π-types preserves small fibrations, even between non-small objects. □

Remark 8.2. The Π-types constructed in the present paper have stronger properties than being
weakly stable Π-types as stated above. First, as explained in Remark 4.2, they satisfy a proposi-
tional 𝜂-rule, while [32] require no 𝜂-rule. Secondly, given ourΠ-type 𝕃(Π𝐴𝐵) over 𝑋 in the sense
of Theorem8.1, and𝑓∶ 𝑋′ → 𝑋, then both𝑓∗(𝕃(Π𝐴𝐵)) andΠ-type𝕃(Π𝑓∗𝐴𝑓

∗𝐵) are both cofibrant
replacements of 𝑓∗(Π𝐴𝐵) ≅ Π𝑓∗𝐴𝑓

∗𝐵. Hence, they are homotopy equivalent.

Remark 8.3. Our proof that the universe is closed under Π-types relies on the assumption that
the inaccessible set 𝗎 satisfies a form of propositional resizing, as observed in Corollary A.9. If one
wishes to avoid this additional assumption, there are at least two alternatives. The first alternative
arises if one does not make the assumption that subsets of small sets are small and keeps all the
definitions the same. Then, we still have a comprehension category with all the structures men-
tioned in Theorem 8.1, but do not have anymore that the universe is closed under the construc-
tion of arbitraryΠ-types. Instead, one has (in type-theoretic notation) that if Γ, 𝑎∶ 𝐴 ⊢ 𝐵(𝑎)∶ 𝖴𝑐,
then Γ ⊢ Π𝐴𝐵∶ 𝖴𝑐 if Γ is a context involving only small types. The second alternative arises if
one works instead in CZF without assuming any inaccessible sets, and changes to an interpreta-
tion where contexts are ‘simplicial classes’ (where classes are formulas), general types are given
by Kan fibrations between simplicial classes and a small fibration is one whose fibers are sets. In
this case, part (ii) of Corollary A.9 provides the smallness property that ensures that the cofibrant
replacement preserves small type even in non-small context. We then have that the universe is
closed underΠ-type, but we cannot form generalΠ-types, but only those of the formΠ𝐴𝐵 where
𝐴 is a small type.

Remark 8.4. A lack of strict stability forΠ-types is also present in the semisimplicialmodel defined
in [6]. This is of interest since cofibrant simplicial sets are closely connected to semisimplicial sets
[24].

Remark 8.5. The main result of [32] asserts that if a contextual category , satisfying the addi-
tional condition (LF) of [32, Definition 3.1.3]) hasweakly stable-type constructors, then left adjoint
splitting ! has the same constructors, but now strictly stable, thus solving the coherence prob-
lem. Unfortunately, condition (LF) is not satisfied in our constructive setting, essentially because
cofibrant objects are generally not closed under dependent products.

We leave as an open problem the question of whether a comprehension category as in Theo-
rem 8.1 can be split so as obtain a model of ML(UA) and so, in particular, obtain a constructive
version of the simplicial model of ML(UA). It should be noted that this question is now com-
pletely independent from simplicial homotopy theory, as our results in this paper have obtained
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1104 GAMBINO and HENRY

all the necessary results to produce the structure in Theorem 8.1. We also leave as open prob-
lem the question of whether our comprehension category supports other inductive types [9] and
higher-inductive types in the sense of [43]. We expect these to work without the need to perform
cofibrant replacements.
Finally, we mention as a potential area of further research the idea of designing a dependent-

type theory with explicit substitutions [1] with rules matching the structure of the comprehension
category of Theorem 8.1, extending the idea of substitution up to isomorphism of [15] to that of
substitution up to weak equivalence. A conservativity result of such a system overML(UA) would
then be essentially equivalent to a solution to the coherence problem, cf. [16].

APPENDIX: THE COFIBRANT REPLACEMENT FUNCTOR

The goal of this appendix is to give an explicit description of the cofibrant replacement functor on
simplicial sets (Proposition A.7) and to use it to discuss the size of this cofibrant replacement.

Definition A.1.

(i) If 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑛 is an 𝑛-cell in a simplicial set 𝑋, the degeneracy type of 𝑥 is the set of face maps
𝛿 ∶ [𝑖] → [𝑛] such that 𝛿∗𝑥 is a degenerate cell.

(ii) By a degeneracy type or degeneracy 𝑛-type we mean a subset of faces of Δ[𝑛] that can appear
as the degeneracy type of an 𝑛-cell of a simplicial sets.

Note that given any 𝑛-cell 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑛, the factorisation of 𝑥∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝑋 as a degeneracy quotient
followed by a degeneracy detecting morphism constructs a degeneracy quotient 𝑦∶ Δ[𝑛] → 𝐾

such that 𝑦 has the samedegeneracy type as𝑥. This induces a correspondence betweendegeneracy
𝑛-types and (isomorphism classes of) degeneracy quotients Δ[𝑛] → 𝐾.

Lemma A.2. A degeneracy 𝑛-type is the degeneracy type of a cell in a cofibrant object if and only if
it is decidable as a subset of faces of Δ[𝑛].

Proof. Given an 𝑛-cell 𝑥 in a cofibrant simplicial set𝑋, given any face 𝛿 ∶ [𝑚] → [𝑛] it is decidable
if 𝛿∗𝑥 is degenerated or not, hence the degeneracy type of 𝑥 is decidable. Conversely, given any
degeneracy type 𝑝, it is the degeneracy type of a degeneracy quotient Δ[𝑛] → 𝐾. Any cell of 𝐾 is
the image of a cell of Δ[𝑛], and it is degenerated in 𝐾 if and only if it is the image of a degenerated
cell, or the image of a cell in 𝑝. Hence if 𝑝 is decidable 𝐾 is cofibrant. □

Wewill now construct a ‘simplicial set of decidable degeneracy type 𝐷’. Note that the construc-
tion would work exactly the same without the assumption ‘decidable’, with the exception that as
CZF does not has power set, this might not be a simplicial set, but rather a simplicial class.
We start with a simplicial set 𝐷0 whose 𝑛-cells are all the decidable subset of the faces of Δ[𝑛],

that is, decidable subsets of the set of finite subsets of [𝑛]. As decidable subsets are just functions
to {0, 1}, this is indeed a set. If 𝑓 ∶ [𝑚] → [𝑛] and 𝑃 ∈ 𝐷0([𝑛]) one defines 𝑓∗𝑃 as the set of faces
[𝑖] → [𝑚] such that the composite

[𝑖] → [𝑚]
𝑓
→ [𝑛]

is either in 𝑃 or non-injective, which is indeed a decidable set of faces.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1105

LemmaA.3. 𝐷0 is a cofibrant simplicial set, and for any cofibrant simplicial set𝑋, themap𝑋 → 𝐷0

sending each 𝑛 cell to its degeneracy type is a simplicial and degeneracy detecting map.

Proof. It is immediate to check that𝐷0 is a simplicial set.Moreover as if has decidable equality one
can decidewhether a cell 𝑥 is degenerated by testing if it is equal to 𝑠∗𝑑∗𝑥 for some non-trivial face
𝑑 and degeneracy 𝑠, hence 𝐷0 is cofibrant. Let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑛 and 𝑓 ∶ [𝑚] → [𝑛], in order to check that
the maps 𝑋 → 𝐷0 sending each cell to its degeneracy type is simplicial, one needs to check that
the degeneracy type of 𝑓∗𝑥 is indeed described from the degeneracy type of 𝑥 using the formula
for the functoriality of 𝐷0. For face maps [𝑖] → [𝑚] the cell 𝑖∗𝑓∗𝑥 is degenerated as soon as 𝑓◦𝑖 is
non-injective, and if 𝑓◦𝑖 is injective, then it depends on whether 𝑓◦𝑖 is in the degeneracy type of
𝑥 or not.
If 𝑓 ∶ [𝑛] → [𝑚] is non-injective then for any 𝑠 ∈ (𝐷0)𝑚 the identity map [𝑛] → [𝑛] is in 𝑓∗𝑠.

So a degenerate cell of 𝐷0 always contains the maximal face. In particular the map 𝑋 → 𝐷0 con-
structed above sends non-degenerate cell of 𝑋 to non-degenerate cells of 𝐷0. □

Lemma A.3 constructs a map 𝑃∶ 𝐷0 → 𝐷0 sending any cell to its degeneracy type. As 𝑃 pre-
serves and detects degeneracy, it preserves the degeneracy type and hence 𝑃◦𝑃 = 𝑃.

Definition A.4. The simplicial set 𝐷 is the set of fix points of the idempotent 𝑃 acting on 𝐷0.

Note that for any simplicial set𝑋, the map 𝑓 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝐷0 sending each cell to its degeneracy type
preserves the degeneracy type, hence 𝑃𝑓 = 𝑓. In particular a cell of 𝐷0 is in 𝐷 if and only if it is a
degeneracy type. This leads to the following fact.

Lemma A.5. The 𝑛-cells of 𝐷 are in bijection with decidable degeneracy 𝑛-types. Each cofibrant
simplicial set 𝑋 has a unique map detecting degeneracy to 𝐷, which is the map sending a cell to its
degeneracy type.

Lemma A.6. Given a map 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → 𝐷 there is a unique way to extend it into map Δ[𝑛] → 𝐷 such
that the non-degenerate 𝑛-cell of Δ[𝑛] is sent to a non-degenerate cell.

Proof. If such an extension exists the 𝑛-cell 𝑥 corresponding to Δ[𝑛] → 𝐷 has to be as follows: 𝑥
does not contain the face [𝑛] → [𝑛], and for all other faces 𝛿 ∶ [𝑖] → [𝑛] it is in 𝑥 is and only the
composite [𝑖] → 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → 𝐷 is a degenerate cell. So the uniqueness is clear. We only need to show
that this set is indeed a degeneracy type. But if one form𝐷

∐
𝜕Δ[𝑛] Δ[𝑛] then the new added 𝑛-cell

has exactly this degeneracy type, so this concludes the proof. □

Let 𝜀𝑋 ∶ 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 be the cofibrant replacement of a simplicial set 𝑋 constructed using Garner’s
version of the small object argument [21].

Proposition A.7. The map 𝕃𝑋 → 𝐷 × 𝑋 sending an 𝑛-cell to its degeneracy type 𝑠 ∈ 𝐷 and its
image in 𝑋 induces a bijection between 𝕃𝑋([𝑛]) and the set of pairs of a decidable degeneracy type 𝑠
and a cell of 𝑥 of degeneracy type larger than 𝑠.
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1106 GAMBINO and HENRY

Proof. Because of the stratified nature of the simplicial generating cofibration, 𝕃𝑋 can be written
as the colimit of a sequence:

𝕃(0)𝑋 ↪ 𝕃(1)𝑋 ↪ ⋯ ↪ 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 ↪ … ,

where𝕃(0)𝑋 is just the set of 0-cell of𝑋 and themap𝕃(𝑛−1)𝑋 → 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 is constructed as the pushout
of the coproduct of one copy of 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → Δ[𝑛] for each square of the form

Indeed, the pushout constructing 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 from 𝕃(𝑛−1)𝑋 does not change the 𝑘-skeleton for 𝑘 < 𝑛

and the set of maps 𝜕Δ[𝑘] → 𝕃(𝑛−1)𝑋 only depends on the 𝑘-skeleton of 𝑋, so one can always do
all the necessary pushout by 𝜕Δ[𝑘] ↪ Δ[𝑘] by for 𝑘 < 𝑛 before those by 𝜕Δ[𝑛] ↪ Δ[𝑛].
We will prove by induction on 𝑛 that 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 identifies with 𝑛-skeleton of the simplicial set men-

tioned in the proposition, that is the sub-simplicial set 𝑌𝑛 of 𝐷 × 𝑋 of pairs (𝑠, 𝑥) such 𝑠 is decid-
able, the degeneracy type of 𝑥 is at least 𝑠 and (𝑠, 𝑥) is of dimension at most 𝑛, or a degeneracy of
a cell of dimension at most 𝑛.
Note that as the degeneracy type of 𝑥 is larger than 𝑠, 𝑠 is the degeneracy type of the pair (𝑠, 𝑥),

so the condition on (𝑠, 𝑥) being a degeneracy is equivalent to the same condition on 𝑠.
In the case 𝑛 = 0, there is only one degeneracy type in dimension 0, so both 𝕃(0)𝑋 and 𝑌0 are

the simplicial set of cells of 𝑋 that are degeneracy of 0-cells.
Assume 𝑌𝑛−1 and 𝕃(𝑛−1)𝑋 are isomorphic as claimed. One only needs to check that the new

non-degenerate 𝑛-cell that appears in 𝑌𝑛 and 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 are in bijection compatible to their boundary
and their image in 𝑋. In 𝕃(𝑛)𝑋 there is exactly one such cell for each square as above. In 𝑌𝑛, any
non-degenerate 𝑛-cells does produce such a square, and conversely given a square:

Lemma A.6 above gives a unique map to extend 𝜕Δ[𝑛] → 𝐷 to a non-degenerate 𝑛-cell of 𝐷,
and the image of Δ[𝑛] in 𝑋 automatically has a larger degeneracy type that this extension so this
gives a non-degenerate cell of 𝑌𝑛 generating this square. This is the unique way to get such a cell
in 𝑌𝑛 to be non-degenerate: indeed a cell in 𝑌𝑛 is non-degenerate if and only if its image in 𝐷 is
non-degenerate. □

CorollaryA.8. The simplicial set𝐷 of decidable degeneracy type is the cofibrant replacement 𝕃1 of 1.

Corollary A.9.

(i) Under the assumption that ‘subsets of small sets are small sets’, the map 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 is a small
fibration for any simplicial set 𝑋.
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TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE SIMPLICIAL MODEL OF UNIVALENT FOUNDATIONS 1107

(ii) InCZF, given a simplicial class𝑋, the cofibrant replacement 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 exists as a simplicial class,
is cofibrant, and the class map 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 is a trivial fibrations whose fibers are sets.

Proof. For part (𝑖), the cells of 𝕃𝑋 over a given cell 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋([𝑛]) are the decidable degeneracy 𝑛-
types 𝑠 smaller than the degeneracy type of 𝑥. In particular this identifies with a subset of the set
of all degeneracy 𝑛-types and hence form a small set by assumption.
For part (ii), the explicit description of 𝕃𝑋 given by Proposition A.7 immediately allows tomake

sense of it as a simplicial class. Indeed the class of (𝑠, 𝑥)where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑛, 𝑠 is a decidable degeneracy
type smaller than the degeneracy type of 𝑥 is clearly a type. Such a pair (𝑠, 𝑥) is degenerated if
and only if 𝑠 is, hence this is decidable, and using Lemma A.6 one can immediately see that the
projection 𝜀𝑋 ∶ 𝕃𝑋 → 𝑋 is a trivial fibrations. Finally, the fiber over an 𝑛-cell 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, is isomorphic
to a subsets of the set of decidable degeneracy 𝑛-types defined by Restricted Separation, hence it
is a set. □
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